
 

We are pleased to announce a limited-time opportunity to secure seats on our exclusive Micro-
Size-Groups for the period spanning from September to November 2024, now offered at special

rates. Simply complete the inquiry form, and our team will provide you with all the details.

8-Day Safari:
September: 2 seats remaining
November: 3 seats remaining

5-Day Safari:
October: 3 seats remaining

November: 2 seats remaining
5-Day Cape Town:

September: 2 seats remaining
October: 2 seats remaining

8-Day Cape Town:
November: 2 seats remaining

INQUIRY FORM

   

EXPERIENCING THE BIG5 FROM LAND AND WATER 

Observing the Majestic Big 5 on Land

Experience the quintessential safari adventure as you embark on open-air 4x4 game drives in search of

wildlife. Our lodges provide guests with the opportunity for twice-daily game drives, offering an early

morning and late afternoon excursion, when wildlife activity is at its peak. Pause for a refreshing coffee or a

mesmerizing sundowner break, a cherished highlight of the safari experience.

Get even closer on Walking Safaris

In addition to traditional game drives, guests staying in private reserves can partake in unique experiences

such as walking safaris, immersing themselves in the African bush on foot. Picture yourself, accompanied

only by your trusty hiking boots, following your expert guide in single file, unveiling a whole new dimension

of the wilderness. The experience remains perpetually captivating as you uncover intricate details and

interconnections that may have otherwise gone unnoticed. Traversing the bush on foot evokes a

compelling blend of empowerment and vulnerability, heightening the sense of adventure.

Encountering the Big 5 from Water

There's an undeniable enchantment to gliding silently along the water's surface, meeting the gaze of

wildlife quenching their thirst along the riverbanks. It's a profoundly moving experience, akin to the gentle

sway of the water itself.

Weekly Departures | Average 6 People Per Tour

Subject to Availability | Terms & Conditions Apply
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